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Abstract

This article presents a computational model
for biosequence recognition and visualization.
Finite automata with 2-D output recognize
and create maps of DNA sequences. Populations of such machines evolve discrimination
capabilities using genetic algorithms. Experimental results indicate that evolved machines
are capable of recognizing HIV sequences in a
collection of training and validation sets. In
addition, we found that these sequences map
to similar structures on the cartesian space.
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from the concatenation of values of the nite automata
state transition function (Vallejo and Ramos, 2001).
Fitness was de ned as the number of sequences correctly classi ed.
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We performed several runs with this model. In most
runs, the evolutionary process yielded nite automata
capable of classifying all sequences correctly. In addition, we found that HIV sequences map to very similar
structures on the cartesian space.
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1

FINITE AUTOMATA WITH
TWO-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT

A nite automaton with two-dimensional output is a
special type of nite automata (Hopcroft and Ullman,
1979). It has a read-only input tape. The input tape
head can read one symbol at a time, and in one move
the input tape head shifts one square to the right. The
output of the machine is produced on the cartesian
space. The output tape head writes one symbol at the
current position and in one move the output tape head
advances one coordinate (up, down, left or right). The
machine either accept or reject each sequence.
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EXPERIMENTS

We applied a genetic algorithm to a population of nite automata with two-dimensional output to evolve
the ability of discriminating a collection of DNA sequences from a collection of training and validation
sets. These sets consist of positive and negative examples of HIV sequences. We used a generational genetic algorithm with tournament selection and elitism
(Mitchell, 1996). Genome representation was derived

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we extended the nite automata model to
perform biosequence recognition and two-dimensional
output. We evolved a population of such machines to
perform sequence recognition. The evolutionary process yielded machines with recognition and generalization capabilities. The evolved machines were capable
of producing a convenient biosequence representation.
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